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ABSTRACT The single type of multimedia data, such as text, image, video, and audio, has been extensively
studied in the past decades. With the advances in multimedia applications and services, the exponential
growth of multimedia data has emerged. Therefore, it is crucial to effectively represent multimedia data and
capture the relationships among them in the study of multimedia applications. In the paper, we propose a
novel reversible multimedia representation method based on a complex base. In the proposed multimedia
representation method, we first process different modalities of data, such as text, image, and audio separately
and convert them into different Gaussian integers, then place them on the same representation plane and
resulting in a joint multimedia representation model. Therefore, the relationships of multimedia data are
established by using the geometric operations on the same representation plane. Experimental results show
that the proposed multimedia representation method is lossless and reversible. In addition, we explore the
potential applications of the proposed representation method in multimedia camouflage and multimedia
secret sharing, and verify that the proposed representation method has good practical applicability in
multimedia security.

INDEX TERMS Multimedia representation, multimodal, complex base, multimedia camouflage,
multimedia secret sharing.

I. INTRODUCTION
As for a computer system, the term multimedia refers to ‘‘a
combination of multiple modalities including text, image,
video, audio, etc., in such a way that can be accessed
interactively’’ [1]. The unimodal data has been widely
studied in the past few years. With the growth of low-
cost devices, multimodal and heterogeneous multimedia data
are increasing. Nowadays, multimedia has virtually become
an integral part of our daily lives, which is used in ways
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approving it for publication was Gangyi Jiang.

as diverse as multimedia search, multimedia recognition,
multimedia detection, artificial intelligence [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8], and so on. How to represent multimedia data
and capture the relationships among them is an important
basic research in multimedia applications. Therefore, this
paper focuses on multimedia representation, and explores the
relationships between multimedia data.

Multimedia representation refers to describing the content
of multimedia data which includes text, image, and audio
in this study. In multimedia representation, information is
often exchanged in a multimodal form. Multimodality can
be regarded as a model that involves different modalities
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of information (e.g., text, image, audio, video) to partici-
pate [9]. A model that is capable of handling multimodal
information is better suited for multimedia interaction. As a
bridge connecting multimodal information, the reversible
multimedia representation method facilitates the multimedia
applications, the representation and inter-conversion of
multimodal data.

Therefore, it is absolutely imperative to construct a
multimedia representation model. In digital computers,
multimedia information is stored in the form of binary.
From a mathematical point of view, the binary is a number
system that uses integer 2 as a base. And a base is a
natural number r , where the powers of r are used in
combination to represent data in a numerical system [10].
There are lots of studies on bases. Plantz et al. [11] proposed
an octal number representation system in which a base of
23 was adopted in place of the decimal and discussed the
feasibility and some applications of the octal numerical
system. Wadel [12] introduced a number system based
on a negative base, and defined some rules of arithmetic
operations, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
so on. However, the information represented in [11] and [12]
are real numbers, which cannot perform geometric operations
between different modal data. Dimitrov and Jullien [13]
proposed a novel system that used two or more bases to
represent data, and gave the applications in cryptography
and digital filter implementation. However, because this
system has redundant representations, the reversibility of
the represented multimedia data cannot be guaranteed.
Bergman [14] proposed to represent data with an irrational
number as base( (1+

√
5)

2 ), and discussed some arithmetic
operations. The disadvantage of this method was that it can
only approximate the information to be represented infinitely,
so it was not a lossless multimedia representation. Knuth and
Donald [15] introduced another imaginary number system to
represent data and explored potential use for manipulating
complex numbers on digital computers. Heuberger et al. [16]
proposed a novel positional number system, which was
defined by a set of positive digits to form an arithmetic
progression, and gave its application in a graph-theoretical.
The systems proposed in [15] and [16] cannot represent all
information, thus they were not suitable for representing
multimedia information.

To break through the above limitations of representing
multimedia data, we need to study a suitable multimedia
representation model. Gilbert proved the uniqueness of
using Gaussian integers as bases to represent the complex
numbers [17]. Katai and Szabio [18] proved that Gaussian
integer−n+ i or−n− i, using natural number 0, 1, 2, . . . , n2

as digits, can be used as a base to represent all the Gaussian
integers. Gilbert [19] further proved that all the complex
numbers can be represented based on appropriate complex
base. These studies in [17], [18], and [19] provided a
theoretical standpoint for the application of complex bases,
and we find that the representation method based on complex
bases can solve the problems in [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],

and [16]. Hence, we discuss the application of complex
bases in multimedia representation. In [20], Sun et al.
introduced a number system based on a complex base, but this
complex base systemwas only applied to singlemodality data
representation in digital watermarking.With the development
of multimedia applications and services, such as the popular
multimedia social software Facebook, WeChat, etc., the main
types of data they generate are text, image, and audio,
etc., this kind of multimedia data has the characteristics
of heterogeneity and multimodality. Therefore, based on
the study in [20], this paper focuses on seeking a unified
information representation method to construct a multimodal
processing model.

Additionally, we introduce two multimedia security appli-
cations to prove the practicability of the proposed multimedia
representation method: multimedia camouflage andmultime-
dia secret sharing.

Camouflage is a widely used information security technol-
ogy [21]. As a quite prevalent embodiment of camouflage,
reversible data hiding(RDH) has achieved well, but they also
show a complex trade-off between quality and embedding
capacity [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]
and they are all pixel-level. With the increase of embedding
capacity, the quality of the carrier becomes worse. Therefore,
how to balance quality and embedding capacity is a major
problem. In order to solve bottleneck of embedding capacity,
multimedia camouflage scheme is designed, which employs
‘‘replacement’’ rather than ‘‘embedding’’ to camouflage
secret messages.

As another important research field of multimedia security,
secret sharing is to decompose the secret message into
multiple shares and hand them over to participants for
safekeeping, and it is stipulated that only the autho-
rized subset of participants can be combined to recover
secret information [31]. There are various secret sharing
schemes [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37] and they have
excellent performance. However, they can only share
unimodal data. Diverse and comprehensive shares can greatly
increase the difficulty of intercepting the shares, and reduce
the transmission risks of shares. Hence, the paper proposes
a multimedia secret sharing scheme (MSS) and explores the
possibility of using a diverse and comprehensive multimedia
data for sharing the secret message.

In this paper, the main contributions of this work can be
summarized as follows:

• A novel and reversible multimedia representation
method based on a complex base is proposed. This
method supports different modalities of data. The loss-
less and reversible properties of the proposed method
are verified through experiments on the original and
reconstructed data.

• A novel representation relationship between multimedia
data is proposed. Algebraic operations on the complex
plane are applied to represent the relationships among
multimedia data. Compared with the traditional elemen-
tary arithmetic of digital media, we have much richer
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geometric operations, such as the addition and subtrac-
tion of vectors. In addition, we do not need to consider
whether the data types involved in the operations are the
same or whether the sizes are the same.

• The limitation of single modality data in traditional
multimedia information security has been broken. The
proposed method achieves the multimodal applications
for the first time. Using the proposed representation
method based on a complex base as the bridge,
we realize the camouflage and secret sharing schemes
of cross-modal data and build a unified multimedia
information security model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss
the proposed multimedia representation method based on
complex base in Section II. Section III verifies the feasibility
of the proposedmethod and discusses geometric properties of
multimedia representation method. The practical applicabil-
ity announcement of our experimental results is introduced in
Section IV. Finally, the conclusion and future work are stated
in Section V.

II. OUR METHOD
Assuming that A and B are real integers, then the complex
number N = A + Bi is called a Gaussian integer, wherein
i2 = −1, A and B are the real and imaginary parts of Gaussian
integer N , respectively. When r = x + yi is a complex base,
the digits of the representation ismj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , x2+y2−1},
and Gaussian integer N is written in the following form:

N = mjr j + . . .+ m1r + m0 =

n∑
j=0

mjr j (1)

where N is said to be expressed in the complex base r .
The standard algorithm for converting a number into a given
integer base can be extended to these complex bases. The
allowable digits mj form a complete residue system modulo
the complex base. A complete residue system modulo the
complex base r = x+yi is x2+y2. Gauss has proved if x and
y are relatively prime then the natural numbers 0, 1, . . . , x2+
y2−1 form a complete residue system modulo. Furthermore,
if x and y have a common factor, then any complete residue
system modulo r must contain some numbers with nonzero
imaginary parts. Hence, when we want to represent all the
Gaussian integers, a necessary condition is that y = ±1,
since all the powers of the base (x+ yi)j have their imaginary
parts divisible by y [19]. We only consider bases of the form
x± i to represent all the Gaussian integers. On the other hand,
because of the characteristics of digital computer, the digits
formmj should bemj ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, we have x2+y2−1 =
1, that is x = ±1, y = ±1. The considered complex bases
are r = 1 + i, r = 1 − i, r = 1 − i and r = −1 + i.
Katai and Sazbo [18] have proved by algebraic methods that
only −x + i and −x − i can be used as bases for all complex
numbers, wherein x is a positive integer. Therefore, when
each complex number can be uniquely represented by using
a given base, we can choose complex bases r = −1 + i

FIGURE 1. The multimedia representation model based on complex base.

or r = −1 − i, and they are all suitable for representing
multimedia information. In our manuscript, we randomly
choose r = −1− i as complex base to represent multimedia
information in all subsequent experiments.

In the following, wewill illustrate the proposedmultimedia
representation method based on a complex base. As shown in
Fig. 1, the input unimodal data of text, image and audio are
separately represented as different Gaussian integers. Then
these Gaussian integers are mapped on the same complex
plane and a joint multimedia representation model can be
obtained. In particular, this model is composed of two main
sub-processes:Multimedia-to-Gaussian Integer andGaussian
Integer-to-Multimedia. The specific implementation details
will be discussed.

A. MULTIMEDIA-TO-GAUSSIAN INTEGER
Multimedia-to-Gaussian Integer is to transform different
modalities data into Gaussian integers. In first step, the input
multimedia data are respectively encoded into different 0− 1
digital sequences. Then the second step is to convert each
0−1 sequence into Gaussian integer under the given complex
base. Assuming that complex base is r = x + iy, Gaussian
integer is N = A0 + B0i, and one 0− 1 sequence is denoted
as m = {mn,mn−1, · · · ,m1,m0}, wherein n is the length of
someone 0 − 1 sequence, and mj ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ [0, n]. The
detailed processes are as follows: Let (x + iy)j = sj + itj.
When j = 0, we have s0 = 1, t0 = 0. In order to construct
the recursion, let’s (x + iy)j−1 = sj−1 + itj−1. Hence

(x + iy)j = (x + iy) (sj−1 + itj−1)

= xsj−1 − ysj−1 + i(xsj−1 + ytj−1). (2)

And, it follows immediately that

sj = xsj−1 − ytj−1,

tj = ysj−1 + xtj−1, (3)

so, we have [
sj
tj

]
=

[
x −y
y x

] [
sj−1
tj−1

]
. (4)

In case of N =
n∑
j=0

mjr j and mj ∈ {0, 1}, we take a similar

substitution

N = A0 + iB0
= mnrn + mn−1rn−1 + · · · + m0r0
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Pseudo code 1Multimedia-to-Gaussian Integer Algorithm
Input: Complex base r = x + iy = −1 − i (x = −1, y =
−1), Multimedia data

Output: Gaussian integer N
1: functionMtoG(N )
2: Converting single modality data into 0− 1 sequence
m = {mn,mn−1, · · · ,m1,m0}

3: A0← 0
4: B0← 0
5: s0← 1
6: t0← 0
7: j← 0
8: while j <= n do
9: A0← A0 + mjsj

10: B0← B0 + mjtj
11: sj+1←−sj + tj
12: tj+1←−sj − tj
13: j++;
14: end while
15: Get N ← A0 + iB0
16: end function

= mn(x + iy)n + mn−1(x + iy)n−1 + · · · + m0(x + iy)0

= mn(sn + itn)+ mn−1(sn−1 + itn−1)+ · · · + m0

= (mnsn + mn−1sn−1 + · · · + m0)+ (mntn + · · · + m1t1),
(5)

then we get

A0 =
n∑
j=0

mjsj,

B0 =
n∑
j=1

mjtj. (6)

In the final step, the multimedia data are represented as

different Gaussian integers N =
n∑
j=0

mjsj + i
n∑
j=1

mjtj.

The pseudo code 1 of the Multimedia-to-Gaussian Integer
algorithm gives detailed implementation procedures. Since
multimedia data contain image, text, and audio in this paper,
the algorithm should be repeated three times until all types of
data are processed. Finally, different modalities data will be
converted into different Gaussian integers.

B. GAUSSIAN INTEGER-TO-MULTIMEDIA
Gaussian Integer-to-Multimedia is committed to transform
Gaussian integers into multimedia data. We suppose that the
known Gaussian integer is N = A0 + B0i, and the given
complex base is r = x + iy. Now we need to obtain the
0 − 1 sequence m = {mn,mn−1, · · · ,m1,m0} under the
corresponding Gaussian integer. Since the representation of
Gaussian integer in (1) is A0 + iB0 = mnrn + mn−1rn−1 +
· · · + m0r0. So, let

A1 + iB1 = mnrn−1 + mn−1rn−2 + · · · + m1, (7)

therefore

A0 + iB0 = r(A1 + iB1)+ m0

= (x + iy) (A1 + iB1)+ m0

= xA1 − yB1 + (yA1 + xB1) i+ m0, (8)

hence it follows that

A0 = xA1 − yB1 + m0,

B0 = yA1 + xB1. (9)

Then, keep iterating continuously, finally we can get

[
Aj
Bj

]
=

[
x y −x
−y x y

] 
Aj−1
x2+y2
Bj−1
x2+y2
mj−1
x2+y2

 . (10)

and that is

Aj =
xAj−1 + yBj−1 − xmj−1

x2 + y2

Bj =
−yAj−1 + xBj−1 + xmj−1

x2 + y2
. (11)

Taking into account that Aj and Bj are both integers, and it
should be defined that mj = |(Aj − Bj)mod 2|, j ∈ [0, n],
it means that when Aj and Bj have the same parity, mj is
equal to 0, otherwise, the value of mj is 1. We repeat this
process, and it is terminated at the jth step if Aj = 0 and
Bj = 0. In the end, the corresponding digit sequencem can be
obtained. After this process completes, all that remains is to
reorganize the generated 0−1 binary sequences into different
visual media according to their original encoding methods.

Pseudo code 2 Gaussian Integer-to-Multimedia Algorithm
Input: Gaussian integer N = A0 + iB0, complex base r =

x + iy = −1− i (x = −1, y = −1)
Output: Multimedia(Text, image or audio)
1: function GtoM(m)
2: m← {0, 0, · · · , 0, 0}
3: for j = 0; j <= n; j++ do
4: if Aj == 0 and Bj == 0 then
5: break;
6: else
7: mj← |(Aj − Bj)|mod2
8: Aj+1← (−Aj − Bj + mj)/2
9: Bj+1← (Aj − Bj − mj)/2

10: end if
11: end for
12: Get m← {mn,mn−1,mn−2 · · ·m2,m1,m0}

13: Convert the obtained 0 − 1 sequence m into
multimedia

14: end function

The pseudo code 2 of Gaussian Integer-to-Multimedia is
used to transform Gaussian integers back to multimedia data
under the complex base r = −1− i. Likewise, this algorithm
also needs to execute three times, until all Gaussian integers
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are processed. Note that different types of data have different
encoding methods, so the methods of using 0− 1 sequences
to reconstruct original data are also different.

C. MULTIMEDIA REPRESENTATION
Commonly used types of single modal representations, such
as text, image, and audio, are often as cornerstones for learn-
ing multimodal representations. Here, a joint multimedia
representation can be obtained by combining above unimodal
data into a same representation space.

Digital Audio Signal Representation: In general, there are
two main types of audio files: mono channel audio files and
multi-channel audio files, respectively. After processed by
a digital computer, audio files can be regarded as a n × m
matrix. Especially, when m = 1, this is a mono audio file,
if m ≥ 2, it is a common multi-channel audio file. When
we want to represent an audio file, the n × m matrix should
be converted to a 0 − 1 sequence, then the Gaussian integer
is computed by using the Multimedia-to-Gaussian Integer
algorithm. As for the n × 1 matrix, the 0 − 1 sequence can
be obtained by arranging the binary representation of each
number one by one. Here is an illustrative example to show
the process. We suppose that there is a mono channel audio
file, the format is ‘‘.flac’’, the sampling frequency is 16 KHZ,
and the sample depth is 16 bits. As is demonstrated in Fig. 2,
we randomly choose 6 consecutive sample data in this mono
audio file. Fig. 2(a) shows the time-domain waveform plot
of sample data. The first step is to convert the sample data
from a decimal number to an integer number. As depicted
in Fig. 2(b), these integer numbers can be obtained by the
process, which is to multiply each sampled value by 215 [see
the left column in Fig. 2(b)]. The second step is to convert
each integer number to a 16-bit binary coding [see the right
column in Fig. 2(b)], wherein the highest bit is a sign bit, 1 and
0 mean that the data is negative and positive, respectively. For
example, as for sample data x = −0.00057983, there is y =
x× 215 = −19, and its binary coding is 1000000000010011.
Finally, we can get the 0 − 1 sequence of sample data by
sequentially reading the binary coding of each number [see
Fig. 2(c)]. Under the given complex base r = −1 − i and
its corresponding 0 − 1 sequence, the sampled points can
be represented as a Gaussian integer N1 =

∑95
j=0mjsj +∑95

j=1mjtj = −145702503678976 − 140192027672834i,
wherein the real and imaginary parts of Gaussian integer
(−145702503678976,−140192027672834) is its coordinate
on the complex plane.

For a multi-channel audio file, we only need to process
each channel similarly, and concatenate them together to form
a 0 − 1 sequence, then achieve the audio representation.
As shown in Fig. 3, we use a small portion of the
data in two-channel audio file as an example to describe
the processing of the multi-channel audio file. In step 1,
we randomly select four sampled points from the left channel
(L) and its corresponding right channel (R). In step 2,
we further convert these sampled points into integers using

FIGURE 2. Example of a small segment of digitized audio file to
0 − 1 sequence.

FIGURE 3. From a small portion of the data in two-channel audio file to
0 − 1 sequence.

the similar single channel audio conversion method. In step
3, the left and right channels’ sampled points are respectively
converted to upper and lower two lines corresponding 0−1 bit
streams. A one-dimensional 0− 1 sequence can be obtained
by scanning each row in turn from left to right. Especially,
the 0 − 1 sequence obtained in step 3 is diverse, and we
can also obtain a different 0 − 1 sequence by changing
the scanning ways. Finally, the Gaussian integer of sampled
data is G = −144254261357020551 − 140168295577979i.
Conversely, under the given corresponding Gaussian integer,
we can recover the original audio data accurately.

Image Representation: In image processing, we usually
divide digital images into binary images, gray-scale images
and color images. Additionally, a color image is regarded
to be a three-dimensional matrix in a computer memory,
and a binary image or gray-scale image is considered as a
two-dimensional matrix. When we represent a digital image,
the multi-dimensional matrix also needs to be transformed
into a one-dimensional 0 − 1 sequence. As is evident from
Fig. 4, here are some typical two-dimensional (2 − D) to
one-dimensional (1−D) matrix conversion methods, wherein
each smallest square block represents a pixel or a pixel block
of one image. We can obtain 0 − 1 sequence based on the
blue line passing through the square block from one red dot
to another red dot. Now supposing that an gray-scale image is
given, as simply illustrated in Fig. 5(a), we randomly choose
9 pixels in this image, then the pixels form a 2−D matrix of
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FIGURE 4. Four typical 2 − D to 1 − D conversion methods.

FIGURE 5. Example of gray-scale image to 0 − 1 sequence. (a) gray-scale
image. (b) Corresponding two-dimensional 0 − 1 sequence.

24 × 3 [see Fig. 5(b)]. When the leftmost method shown in
Fig. 4 is selected for converting the 2 − D matrix to 1 − D
matrix, then the corresponding 1 − D 0 − 1 sequence m can
be obtained. As the same, under the base r = −1 − i and
the 0 − 1 sequence m, the Gaussian integer N2 is N2 =∑71

j=0mjsj +
∑71

j=1mjtj = 13681256938 + 17802863426i.
Obviously, the representation method is suitable for binary
and color images.

Text Representation: For a given English text, each letter
or character of the text is represented by ASCII coding
in a computer. For example, the ASCII coding of ‘‘Macau
SAR’’ is: 77 97 99 97 111 32 83 65 82. Then
the corresponding 0− 1 sequence can be obtained. By using
the Multimedia-to-Gaussian Integer algorithm, this English
text can be represented as Gaussian integerN3 =

∑71
j=0mjsj+∑71

j=1mjtj = 1.43 × 1010 − i3.5522 × 1010 based on the
complex base r = −1 − i. It is worth mentioning that
whatever the text information is expressed in any language,
such as Chinese, Japanese, etc., they all can be represented as
Gaussian integers.

After the above unimodal data single channel audio, text,
and image are respectively represented as different Gaussian
integers, we can obtain a joint multimedia representation.
As depicted in Fig. 6, these unimodal data are combined into
the same representation complex plane, then it is convenient
to capture their relationships based on classical geometric
operations on the complex plane.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we concentrate on perceptual measure of
the proposed multimedia representation method. Signal-to-
Noise Ratio(SNR) is employed to evaluate the quality of
reconstructed audio and text, and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) is applied to measure the quality of reconstructed
image. The higher the value of SNR and PSNR are, the
better quality of reconstructed multimedia data are. Further,
we discuss geometric properties of multimedia representation

FIGURE 6. A joint multimedia representation. Each unimodal data is
respectively represented as Gaussian integer, and then we combine these
unimodal data and map them into a same representation complex plane.

FIGURE 7. Multimedia representation. The original image, audio and text
are respectively represented as Gaussian integers
1.9222 × 104931-3.4222 × 104931i , 8.7195 × 1037859+6.6525 × 1037854i ,
and 3.6772 × 1054+1.5828 × 1055i .

method. Note that each Gaussian integer retains four decimal
places for convenience to represent.

As shown in Fig. 7, it gives the results of multimedia
representation based on complex base. The left column is
the raw multimedia data which includes image, audio, and
text, wherein the size of the image is 64 × 64, the utterance
of audio is ‘‘You are acute’’ which sample frequency is 8
KHZ and sample depth is 16 bits, and the content of text
is ‘‘Hold on to what we are, hold on to your heart’’. Firstly,
the raw multimedia data are respectively coded into different
0− 1 sequences in a computer, wherein the leftmost method
shown in Fig. 4 is selected to convert image data from a
2 − D matrix to 1 − D matrix. By using the Multimedia-to-
Gaussian Integer algorithm, they are respectively represented
as different Gaussian integers and mapped into a same
representation space. Then Gaussian integers of each single
modality data can be respectively converted back into
different 0− 1 sequences by using the Gaussian Integer-to-
Multimedia algorithm, and the reconstructed multimedia data
can be obtained by using the appropriate methods to recode
the corresponding 0 − 1 sequences. Comparing raw mul-
timedia data with reconstructed multimedia data, the value
of PSNR between images is infinite(PSNR = +∞), and the
value of SNR in audio and text are all infinite(SNR = +∞).
These results show that reconstructed multimedia data are
the same as raw multimedia, and the proposed representation
method is lossless and reversible.
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TABLE 1. Comparison of representation methods.

Furthermore, in order to verify the advantages of the
proposed multimedia representation method, there are some
comparisons among the proposed complex number system
and others. As shown in Table 1, considering the conditions
that should be present when a numerical system successfully
represents multimedia information and the characteristics
of the arithmetic operations under the numerical systems,
we compare the following metrics. (1) Lossless Repre-
sentation: it refers to the ability to accurately represent
the information. (2) Uniqueness Representation: it indicates
the uniqueness of the represented information without
redundancy. (3) Geometric Operations for Media Data
with Different Dimensions or Sizes: geometric operations
can be performed between media data with inconsistent
dimensions or sizes. (4) Change Statistical Correlation: the
inherent statistical properties of media data will change.
(5) Multimedia Representation: the method can be used
to represent multimedia data. (6) Multimodal Application:
supporting multimodal application.

It can be seen from Table 1, reference [14] can only
approximate the represented information infinitely, it is not
a lossless representation. The representation of multimedia
data is not unique in [13] and [16], e.g., the number 54 can
be denoted as 54 = 2133 or 54 = 2232 + 2132 in [13],
so the represented data may not be inconsistent with the
reconstructed data. In addition, the represented information
in [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], and [16] are real numbers,
so the represented media data involved in the arithmetic
operations must have the same dimension or size, e.g., the
sizes of a 32×32 image and a 32×64 image cannot perform
traditional addition operation, andmoreover if all pixels of the
represented image are summed with a decimal number, the
statistical correlation histogram of an image does not change,
so performing the traditional arithmetic operation is also hard
to scramble and protect the original data.

Overall, the proposed complex system is more suitable for
multimedia representation and multimodal applications than
other systems.

Particularly, after each single modality data in Fig. 7
are represented as Gaussian integers, a joint multimedia
representation can be obtained by mapping them into the
same representation complex plane. Then, the relationships
between multimedia data can be established on the represen-
tation space. Supposing that the unimodal data audio, text,

FIGURE 8. Subtraction operation between multimedia data. The
subtraction operation can be performed between multimedia data which
have different data types and sizes.

and image are respectively represented as Gaussian integers
N1 = A1+ iB1, N2 = A2+ iB2 and N3 = A3+ iB3, and their
positions can be respectively marked as coordinates (A1,B1),
(A2,B2) and (A3,B3), wherein the abscissa and ordinate
of each point are corresponding to the real and imaginary
parts of its Gaussian integer. Now we randomly choose two
Gaussian integers N1 and N2 among them to discuss their
relationships. Based on geometric operations on the complex
plane, the two Gaussian integers N1 and N2 can have the
following geometric operations:

N1 + N2 = (A1 + A2,B1 + B2)

N1 − N2 = (A1 − A2,B1 − B2)

N1 × N2 = (A1A2 − B1B2,A1B2 + B1A2)

N1 ÷ N2 = (
A1A2 + B1B2
A22 + B

2
2

,
B1A2 − A1B2
A22 + B

2
2

) (12)

Then, based on represented multimedia data in Fig. 7,
we select the subtraction operation on the complex plane as
an example to illustrate the relationships between multimedia
data, and the calculated results are shown in Fig. 8. It can
be found that the subtraction operation of multimedia data
can be performed, the first row presents geometric operation
of image minus audio, the second row presents geometric
operation of text minus image, and it is also feasible for
geometric operations on other data types between multime-
dia. Furthermore, when the selected geometric operation is
known, different data types can be represented by each other.
For example: the second row in Fig. 8 demonstrates the
result in which Gaussian integer of text minus the Gaussian
integer of image, we assume that Gaussian integer of this
result is equal toGk , and Gaussian integer of participated text
is Gt . Then Gaussian integer Gi of participated image can be
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FIGURE 9. Inverse and conjugate operations for unimodal data.
(a)Original image. (b)Inverse operation of image. (c)Conjugate operation
of image. (d)Reconstructed image. (e)Original audio. (f)Inverse operation
of audio. (g)Conjugate operation of audio. (h)Reconstructed audio.

deduced and there is Gi = Gt −Gk . Finally, the participating
image can be reconstructed by employing Gaussian integer-
to-Multimedia algorithm. This process completes the mutual
representation from text to image. Furthermore, the addition,
multiplication, and division have the same property between
multimedia data. For traditional geometric operations, the
participating data types must be consistent and have the same
length.

In addition, there are inverse and conjugate opera-
tions for the geometric operation of one Gaussian integer
N1 = A1 + iB1, and the equations are as follows:

−N1 = (−A1,−B1)

N1 = (A1,−B1) (13)

As depicted in Fig. 9, it demonstrates inverse and
conjugate geometric operations on unimodal data, where the
reconstructed data are obtained by twice inverse or conjugate
operations. It can be seen that once inverse or conjugate
operation has scrambled original data, but the reconstructed
data are the same as original data. This is because after
one transformation, Gaussian integer of unimodal data has
changed, and Gaussian integer of the data obtained by
twice inverse or conjugate operations is equal to Gaussian
integer of the original data. Multimedia data composed
of these unimodal data also has the same properties, and
these geometric operations have certain research value in
multimedia scrambling or encryption.

From the above experiments, we know that the proposed
multimedia representation method is lossless and reversible.
After multimedia data are represented as Gaussian integers
and marked on the same complex plane, the mutual
representation between multimedia data can be performed by
using geometric operations on the complex plane. Especially
there is a limitation in this study, when we want to
represent large-size multimedia data, the order of magnitude
calculations of Gaussian integers are usually large. Note
that our experiments need to use multiprecision computing
toolbox forMATLAB to achieve the computation of Gaussian
integer. Theoretically, the toolbox is capable of working with
any level of precision and hardware configuration is the only
limiting factor. In practice, since our computer resources is

limited, the 0−1 sequence length of multimedia data can not
be infinite.

IV. POTENTIAL APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, based on the geometric characteristics of the
proposed multimedia representation method, we apply the
proposed method to multimedia camouflage and multimedia
sharing in multimedia security. In all experiments, the
selected audio signals are LibriSpeech ASR corpus (test-
clean) and downloaded from: https://www.openslr.org/12/,
wherein the sampled frequency is 16 KHZ and sampled depth
is 16 bits. The original version of selected images is chosen
from the ‘‘Kodak image set’’, which is downloaded from:
http://r0k.us/graphics/kodak/.

A. MULTIMEDIA CAMOUFLAGE
Multimedia camouflage based on the proposed representation
method is a multimedia security technology that replaces
secret information with irrelevant information for com-
munication, which can realize the transformation between
cross-modal data. The camouflaged process is as follows:
Supposing that one needs to transmit a secret image to a
receiver in a communication process. In order to ensure
the confidentiality of the information, an irrelevant text
or audio will be sent. On the receiving end, when one
knows the selected secret key and geometric operation,
then secret data can be reconstructed. As an important
branch of camouflage technology, Reversible data hiding
(RDH) is a way to embed data into the cover medium
for the purposes of ownership protection, authentication,
fingerprinting, secret communication, annotation, etc., and
perfectly recover both the original content and the hidden
data [38]. Although various RDH schemes have achieved
well, they also exist the bottleneck of embedding capacity,
multimedia camouflage scheme can well solve the current
problem.

It can be found from Table 2, there are three camouflaged
experiments, wherein the size of each image is 64× 64, and
the content of selected audio signals are respectively ‘‘She
was alone that night’’, ‘‘The lad had checked him then’’, ‘‘It
was the beauty of it’’ from experiment 1 to experiment 3.
In each experiment, the secret message is camouflaged
as different modalities of message 1 or message 2 to
transmit, they all can be represented as different Gaussian
integers by using the Multimedia-to-Gaussian Integer, and
the reconstructed message can be recovered through the
secret key and camouflaged message. Here we illustrate an
image camouflaged example to explain the experimental
process. Now assuming that we need to send a secret
image to the receiver, in order to protect the security of
the secret image, we choose a camouflaged text or audio
file as a public message to send. Because the readable
text or audible audio which does not carry any secret
information is difficult to arouse suspicion by attackers
and is safe enough in the transmission phase. We denote
that the secret image and public camouflaged message
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TABLE 2. Multimedia camouflage based on the proposed multimedia representation method.

(audio or text) are represented as Gaussian integers Nsecret
and Npublic, respectively. In particular, various geometric
operations in (12) are selected to encrypt the camouflaged
process. Supposing that we choose an addition operation to
encrypt, there is Nkey = Nsecret + Npublic. After receiving the
camouflaged message and secret key, we can calculate the
Gaussian integer Nsecret of the secret image, and reconstruct
the secret image by using the Gaussian Integer-to-Multimedia
algorithm. In addition, there is SNR = +∞ between the
secret image and the reconstructed image. The experimental
result shows that the recovered secret image is lossless, and
the camouflage scheme is successful. Similarly, the text and
audio can also be camouflaged as other different types of data,
the process will not repeat again.

From the above experiments, we can conclude that
multimedia camouflage based on the proposed multimedia
representation method can well achieve mutual camouflage
between different modal data. The evaluatedmeasurements in
RDH schemes are embedding capacity (EC) and the quality

of cover data (PSNR) [30]. Compared with the existing RDH
schemes, there are some advantages:

(1) No size limitation between secret messages and camou-
flaged messages and the quality of cover data is lossless. The
recent RDH studies focus on increasing the image fidelity and
the embedding capacity [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], wherein
the best study in image ‘‘lena’’ is EC = 30000 bits and
PSNR = 55.17.Whenwe continue to increase the embedding
capacity in RDH schemes, the quality of the cover data will
be degraded and even the reconstructed secret data is affected.
In our camouflaged scheme, although different modalities
data are used in Table 1, we can also achieve camouflage
in the same modality data. For instance: the size of a 64 ×
64 secret ‘‘lena’’ image can be camouflaged by using a cover
128 × 128 image in our scheme, the calculated embedding
capacity is EC = 32768 bits. Therefore, the camouflaged
scheme has an advantage in embedding capacity. On the
other hand, our scheme uses ‘‘replacement’’ instead of
‘‘embedding’’ to protect secret information, so the cover data
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FIGURE 10. A unified multimedia secret sharing(MSS) framework, which
can be used to share multimedia into multimedia. From the data types of
secret and shared messages, MSS includes extended audio, image or text
secret sharing. And each secret sharing scheme can apply diverse
multimedia as shares.

before and after the camouflaged scheme executed is no
changed, whichmeans that the quality of cover data is lossless
on the camouflaged processes and the value of PSNR is+∞.

(2) The application is to flexibly achieve the camouflage
of cross-modality data. However, current studies are nearly
single modal data and the cross-modality camouflaged
strategy are not present in the state-of-the-art works.

(3) The camouflagedmessages aremeaningful and diverse,
and have nothing to do with secret information. Hence,
it enhances confidence in the transmission phase.

B. MULTIMEDIA SECRET SHARING
Multimedia secret sharing(MSS) is the application of secret
sharing in multimedia information security, which can not
only protect secret information, but also realize decentralized
management of secret information. As seen in Fig. 10, from
the perspective of the data types of secret messages and share
messages, MSS can be regarded as a unified secret sharing
model, which includes extended image secret sharing(EISS),
extended audio secret sharing(EASS), and extended text
secret sharing(ETSS). Compared with traditional secret
sharing, the generated shares in each extended secret sharing
scheme are diverse multimedia data, and are not just the same
data type as the secret message.

To better understand sharing and reconstruction processes
of such new multimedia sharing strategy, an illustration is
given. For such sharing process, supposing that one wants
to share a secret multimedia M1 into two other information
M2 and M3. Under geometric operations on the complex
base, we know that when multimedia data are separately
represented as Gaussian integers N1, N2 and N3, they also
obey the parallelogram rule in a two-dimensional vector
space, and one vector can be a linear combination of the
other two vectors. As shown in (14-16), we can apply one
of these simple formulas to implement sharing process and
establish the relationships among multimedia data. When
one wants to reconstruct secret multimedia M1, we need
to obtain two other shares and corresponding correlation
coefficient λi, then calculate its Gaussian integer of secret
multimedia. Finally, the secret multimedia is reconstructed

FIGURE 11. Multimedia secret sharing for audio (MSS-Audio(2, n)).
Sharing secret audio ‘‘VENICE’’ into n shares, and we choose an image
size of 64 × 64 and one text to recover secret audio. The Gaussian
integers of them are respectively are N1 = −1.2646 × 1069735 +

1.6705 × 1069740i , N2 = 3.3809 × 104930 + 6.5844 × 104931i ,N3 =

3.5586 × 1048+1.2258 × 1049i , and N4 = −1.2646 × 1069735+
1.6705 × 1069740i . Based on the sharing (14) N1 = λ1N2 + λ2N3,
we suppose that λ1 = 1, and then λ2 = 1.2659 × 1069691 +

3.6489 × 1069690i , hence they are sharing keys which are used to recover
the original secret audio. Note that the sharing keys are not unique, any
λ1 and λ2 can be used as secret keys, when they can make the above
formula true. The SNR between secret audio and recovered audio is
infinite(+∞), it indicates that the secret audio can be reconstructed
accurately.

FIGURE 12. Multimedia secret sharing for image (MSS-Image (2, n)).
Secret image with size of 64 × 64 is shared into n shares, wherein the
audio‘‘Fine glorious’’ and one text are used to recover the secret image.
The Gaussian integers of them are respectively
N1 = 3.9679 × 104931 + 5.4528 × 104931i ,
N2 = −7.6490 × 1081301-7.4702 × 1081301i , N3 = −5.8061 × 1060 +

1.3498 × 1061i , and N4 = 3.9679 × 104931+5.4528 × 104931i . Based on
the sharing (15) N1 = λ3N2 + λ4(−N3), we suppose that λ3 = 2, then
λ4 = 1.2340 × 1081240 + 1.8010 × 1081241i . And they are sharing keys
which can be used to recover the secret image from the shared audio and
text. The PSNR between the secret image and recovered image is
infinite(+∞).

by using Gaussian integer-to-Multimedia algorithm.

N1 = λ1N2 + λ2N3 (14)

N1 = λ5N2 + λ6(−N3) (15)

N1 = λ3N2 + λ4N3 (16)

wherein λi, i ∈ [1, 6] is the correlation coefficient which can
be used to reconstruct secret information.

Here the feasibility of the proposed MSS is verified
by subsequent experiments. As depicted in Figs. 11-13,
the three experiments show the multimedia secret sharing
for audio (MSS-Audio(2, n)), multimedia secret sharing for
image (MSS-Image(2, n)) and multimedia secret sharing for
text (MSS-Text(2, n)), respectively. In particular, the choices
of generated n shares are diverse in each experiment, and
they can be the same or different data type as the secret
message. In order to highlight the diversity of generated
shares, we deliberately select 2 shares that are different from
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the data type of secret message to share in each experiment.
Here, an illustrative example MSS-Audio (2, n) is given.
As depicted in Fig. 11, it shows that secret audioMa is divided
into n shares which include different types of data, and any
2 shares can be used to reconstruct the secret audio, such as
two audio signals, or one text and one image, or two text
messages, or two images and so on. Here we only analyze
one of the shared combinations to discuss. Firstly, we select
one text and one image that are different from the data type
of secret audio as the shares, and mark them as Mb and Mc,
respectively. Secondly, we represent multimedia dataMa,Mb
and Mc as Gaussian integers N1, N2 and N3, respectively.
Based on the previous (14-16), we assume that N1 = γ1N2+

γ2N3. Finally, when one knows the two secret keys γ1 and γ2,
the secret audio Md can be reconstructed. Throughout the
application, the multimedia representation, as well as their
geometric operations of Gaussian integers are a lossless and
reversible process, it means that there is no loss between the
recovered information and the original information, and they
are numerically identical. Therefore, the original audio Ma
and the recovered audio Md are the same, the SNR between
them is infinite(+∞). The result presents that the secret
audio is reconstructed accurately, and MSS-Audio(2, n) is
successful.

The current studies on secret sharing mainly focus on
image secret sharing. Because audio and text are very
sensitive to information changes, there are few studies on
audio secret sharing, and text secret sharing is even less. The
implementation process of MSS-Image (2, n) and MSS-Text
(2, n) are similar to the MSS-Audio (2, n), so the detailed
implementation process is not discussed in this section. Aswe
can see in Fig. 12, we choose an audio and text as shares
to recover the secret image, the sharing result indicates that
original secret image can be reconstructed accurately. As for
MSS-Text (2, n), it can be found in Fig. 13, the generated
image and audio are used to share the sensitive secret text,
and the experimental result demonstrates that secret text can
also be recovered perfectly.

Table 3 and Table 4 demonstrate the performance of our
scheme, wherein the key measurements [35] in the secret
sharing scheme are discussed.

As shown in Table 3, compared with the current audio
secret sharing [39], [40], [41], [42], our scheme exhibits some
good features, e.g., the quality of generated shares is high,
not meaningless or noise-like, and the types of generated
shares are also diverse such that the attackers are difficult
to determine which shares are used to reconstruct secret
message. Furthermore, our scheme has no any constraints
on secret or cover audio, and some schemes need the size
of the secret audio and generated shares to be the same,
or the amplitude of secret audio and generated share should
be uniform distribution.

And feature comparisons between our MSS scheme and
image secret sharing methods are demonstrated in Table 4,
our scheme is no pixel expansion, and can recover the secret

FIGURE 13. Multimedia secret sharing for text (MSS-Text (2, n)). Sharing
the secret text to n shares, wherein the selected audio ‘‘We’re leaving on
the Abraham Lincoln’’ and an image size of 64 × 64 are used to recover
the secret text. The Gaussian integers of them are respectively are
N1 = −1.2832 × 1045 + 3.3285 × 1045i ,
N2 = −1.5223 × 1090742 − 1.5582 × 1090742i ,
N3 = −5.8611 × 104931 − 5.5898 × 104931i , and
N4 − 1.2832 × 1045 + 3.3285 × 1045i . Based on the sharing (16)
N1 = λ5N2 × +λ6N3, then λ5 = 1,
λ6 = 1.8776 × 1085799 + 3.4994 × 1088600i . Therefore, λ5 and λ6 are
used to recover the original secret audio from the shared text and image.
The SNR between the secret text and recovered text is infinite(+∞).

TABLE 3. Comparison of audio secret sharing schemes.

TABLE 4. Comparison of Image secret sharing schemes.

and cover images accurately. Furthermore, the generated
shares are also comprehensible and diverse.

From the above-mentioned experimental results in
Figs. (11-13) and comparative evaluations in Table 3 and
Table 4, it can be concluded that MSS is successful
and reversible. Furthermore, MSS has also the following
advantages:

(1) MSS offers a unified secret sharing model, which is
suitable for image secret sharing, audio sharing and text
sharing. The types of generated shares are various and
multimodal.
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(2) MSS is a lossless secret sharing strategy. In the sharing
process, the quality of generated shares and recovered secret
message are high, and their value of SNR or PSNR are
all +∞.
(3) The application of MSS is based on geometric

operations, and there is no limitation between the secret
message and generated shares.

Moreover, this representation method can also be used in
other multimodal application, such as scrambling. Fig. 9 is
the inverse and conjugate operations for different modalities
data. As shown in Fig. 9, it can be found that the Gaussian
integer of reconstructed data can be recovered by twice
inverse or conjugate operations. Therefore, the multimodal
scrambling scheme can be achieved, which supports different
modalities of data scrambling. At present, the discussed
multimodal applications focus on the field of multimedia
information security, how to extend the proposed multimedia
representation method to other areas needs to be further
explored.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a reversible multimedia represen-
tation method based on a complex base. In the proposed
method, the unimodal data are respectively represented as
Gaussian integers, and mapped into different points on
the same representation plane, then a joint multimedia
representation model is achieved. Afterwards, based on the
geometric operations on the complex plane, the relationships
among multimedia data are established. We can perform
addition, subtraction, multiplication and other operations on
multimedia data. In particular, compared with the traditional
elementary arithmetic of digital multimedia, there is no need
to consider whether the data types involved are the same and
whether they are of the same size.

Experimental results show that the proposed represen-
tation method is lossless and reversible. Furthermore, the
applications in multimedia camouflage and multimedia
secret sharing verify the potential practicability value of
the proposed method. More importantly, the proposed
representation method breaks the limitation of traditional
multimedia information security, which only focuses on
single modality data. We replace it with heterogeneous and
multimodal multimedia data to achieve a unified security
model. In future work, we will consider how to solve the
problem of the large order of magnitude of the proposed
multimedia representation method, and continue to explore
new potential research value.
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